Lara Croft and the Warthog
First things first. Off to the beach for a swim in the Med. Jim as usual was straight in, I took it more
gently and Dan and Jules followed more slowly allowing the relatively warm September sea to lap
gently against their thighs but not actually swimming. They beat a fairly swift retreat – getting in
practice for later as it turned out.

We were Dan Brown and me (MMC accredited), Jules Chapman (MMC occasional hanger on) and Jim
Unwin my long time climbing partner. We were in Croatia to climb again in the Paklenica National
Park – a wonderland of fine limestone cliffs and fantastic scenery.
Arriving late afternoon on the Sunday we had our swim and a beer and did our shopping for the
three days to come. Back at the apartment, Nenad our host got out the hooch. This time it was
made from figs and carried quite a kick. Apparently, once Croatia joins the EU fully in 2013,
distillation of spirits will no longer be allowed. Until then, the Croats will distil anything. We were
sure that when Nenad and his wife were weeding the following day it was only fodder for the still
and yet another potent brew.
More beer and wine with our meal at the restaurant on the corner and I was getting pretty pissed –
I even had a touch of the whirling pits. In the night, we could hear the warthog going at it. But Dan
who was trying to sleep in the same room got the worst of it even with ear-plugs. It didn’t improve
in the next couple of days. Funnily enough, only Jules didn’t hear. Dan’s theory was that it got
(slightly) quieter as the alcohol worked through his system.
Somewhat weary in the morning we set off for one of the climbs Dan and I had wanted to do last
year before rain spoiled our plans. This time, it was sunny and really hot and we wouldn’t get much
shade. We were after Slovenski – an 8 pitch route on Debeli Kuk (or as Julian christened it – Dribbly

Kok). The plan had been for Jim and I to start but we were a bit slow and by the time we’d followed
the easy first rope length, Jules was grappling with the first main pitch. It looked tough as he
struggled to pass the third bolt. He retreated and Dan had a go but quickly decided that thin
bridging on this 5c pitch was not to his taste. Also, with lots of 5c and 6a to come this route might
not be a sensible use of time with Jules still getting back to fitness.

The warthog grapples with
The 5c groove on Slovenski

I had a go. The start was tough and slightly impending but once in the groove, it yielded to thin
technical bridging and suddenly I popped out of the top. It felt harder than 5c to me. Jim followed as
Dan and Jules retreated to the valley for some shorter routes. Jim led on over to the right on a 5b
pitch that had its moments. We had a debate about where we were. The next pitch was supposed to
finish with a 6a section. I climbed up fairly easily to the bottom of a steep corner chimney with a
substantial overhang at the top. While I could see a bolt high up, I could see nothing else in
between. Instead, I climbed a tempting line of bolts on the right to a belay. Dan and Jules were
watching and waiting for the fun to start because above me was a 6b pitch followed by another at 6c
on a different route. Jim came up and either the sun had come round or his eyesight is better than
mine because he could see more bolts in the corner. He belayed and I lowered down to follow the
correct line. It turned out to be quite reasonable, if steep, with added dried bird shit to add
character. A wild swing out to the left and I was at a fine exposed stance.
The sun was beating down now and our liquid supply had too much lemon in it and seemed to make
our thirst worse. Sucking on a boiled sweet did not improve things much and left me retching as we
conserved the liquid as far as possible.

Jim took on the next 5b pitch with a nice variation up a rib to avoid a vegetated groove. It seems I
was getting the tough pitches. The next one was billed at 5c. A tough undercut move and I could clip
the first bolt, and a really long move off the same undercut eventually brought a finger jug within
reach. This got me into the soaring crack line on the left. Not a pitch Dan or Jules would have liked.
A full-on jamming section for some 20 metres or so and we were close to the top. Jim’s final pitch
was supposed to be 6a but turned out to be a comparative breeze and the dire warnings in the guide
about the loose block turned out to be vastly exaggerated. What a climb! Once we had roped down
the six long abseils, and could take stock, it really was one of those walls that when you looked back
up it was difficult to believe we’d been up there. We were pretty pleased with ourselves, in
desperate need of water and suffering from total body pump because of the wildly varying styles of
climbing that had tested all our muscle groups and some we didn’t even know we had.

← The 5c jam
crack

← Me a bit off route

←Jim at the foot of
the 6a groove

Dan and Jules had got some good sport climbs in and had spent time quaffing beers and eating icecream as well as expertly assessing the local talent before walking back out. On our way down we
spotted Lara Croft looking very fit and willowy. We just had time for a swim and a beer as the sun
set spectacularly before a second night in our favourite restaurant rounded off with their
complimentary hooch.

Sunset at Starigrad

The warthog was at it again overnight leaving Dan a bit bleary eyed in the morning.
Today we were after a long route on the West face of Anica Kuk – about a 30 minute walk in. It was
still hot and sunny but we would be in the shade today. I had my eye on Juha which had a lot of 5c
and one pitch of 6a at the top. Dan and Jules were originally going to follow us but instead took a
line to the right – Bracni Smjer.
After a scramble with loose rock for the first pitch we wondered if we had picked the right route. It
had no stars in the book. But once Jim started the second pitch it was solid gold all the way to the
top. His immaculate 5c pitch took a crack line to a curving overlap with nice moves up on to the main
face. My next pitch led up easily to the foot of a beautiful slabby rib. We misread the guide book
however, thinking we were one pitch further up so we ignored the rib until we realised our mistake
and roped back down again. Jim led this beautiful pitch with some proper padding on pure friction
on the whitest rock imaginable.

Jim about to get padding
On Juha

Meanwhile the lads were bushwacking over to the right. They’d lost their route and eventually
further honed their retreating skills, going back down for some more sport routes in the valley.
We carried on up. A short dog leg right and Jim had another immaculate pitch up to the foot of the
impending final pitches. A juggy, thuggy start at 5c went fairly easily. I brought Jim up mid pitch to
consult the guidebook. The stance was up to the left and from there I got another fantastic pitch.
Massive flutings with well spaced jugs had me perched below territory I recognised from Domzalski
the year before. The flutings were now shallower and there were no hand holds to speak of. I
started bridging and pinching as best I could. The bridging got wider and wider and more tenuous as
the last bolt receded below me. A semblance of a handhold appeared but it was at full stretch and
my feet started to slip. I quickly adjusted to bridge on a closer flute and I was back in control and
soon reaching real hand holds and a bolt. I was breathing hard. A long run out left me 10 metres
short of the final belay but I brought Jim up and we were soon properly installed below the final
instalment. It was brutally obvious. Long moves past a couple of bolts would lead to jugs and a
strenuous swing up onto a steep ramp line. Jim swarmed up doing a bit of heavy breathing and
fixing a couple of extra runners. Soon he was up and I followed this final pitch of what we thought
was an immaculate three star route.

Jim swarms up the
final 6a pitch of Juha

A long scramble to the top was followed by a very long walk out via a ridge walk and then some
steep via ferrata before we hit the screes and got back to our sacks. Lara Croft was there again on
our way down.
We got another swim in and this time, even Dan actually swam! Shock horror.
The final day dawned grey and overcast following a night where the warthog had excelled himself
again. There was some threat of rain so it was a day for shorter routes. Jim and Jules set off for
Domzalski – THE route of the gorge. Dan and I settled for Hugga Wugga which I had done with
Debbie last year. Dan led the main 6a pitch and I followed – quite impressed that I’d led it last time.
Dan reckoned 6b+ was a more realistic grade. I led the second pitch up the groove line finding it
harder than before. Great route though.

Dan on 1st and 2nd pitches of Hugga Wugga 6a/5c
From our belay we could see the lads at work across the valley on Domzalski. Jim had cracked the
crux second pitch and although Jules had a bit of a struggle following he made it in the end. They
both raved about the quality of the climb and the architecture of the rock on the third and fourth
pitches.

Jules follows Jim on the crux
of Domzalski 6a.

Down in the valley, this time we were all able to admire Lara Croft showing off her technique.

“Lara Croft” struts her stuff

Too cold for a final swim so after packing and getting a final meal in, we set off for the airport and a
late night home. And so much climbing this year that we didn’t get any chess in.
Hopefully the warthog didn’t disturb the residents of Sandling Road but I have my doubts!
Thanks guys.

Malcolm Phelps

